Fast guiding may improve the images delivered by telescopes. It may be implemented fairly cheaply and o ers an upgrade path to smaller telescopes, which will make them more useful in the 8-m era. However, the detailed performance of a fast guiding system must depend on many parameters and this makes it di cult to assess its precise scienti c bene ts. This paper provides a comprehensive mathematical framework for calculating the performance of fast guiding systems. A range of models have been calculated, which illustrate the bene ts for telescopes of various sizes in various wavelength ranges. Three measures of performance have been examined; FWHM, 50% encircled energy diameter, and energy concentration in a 0.35-arcsec aperture. Typical gains over natural seeing are found to be in the 20% to 40% range at useful levels of sky coverage. Other things being equal, small telescopes do not bene t as much as large ones from fast guiding. The sensitivity of these bene ts to assumptions has also been examined, and this highlights the need to operate in the correct wavelength range for the aperture in question. The biggest perturbations to ideal models are likely to be due to telescope windshake and the outer scale of turbulence. If there is appreciable windshake, fast guiding will yield bigger bene ts than expected from the natural seeing. A short outer scale (a few hundred meters) will however lose most of the gains.
Introduction
It has been known for at least thirty years that fast guiding was likely to improve the imaging performance of telescopes. It was clear, even from visual observations, that a signi cant fraction of seeing broadening resulted from rapid, bodily motion of the image. An early and in uential paper by Fried (1966) assembled the key theoretical tools to show that the Strehl, or contrast, of the image could be markedly improved by fast tracking. This was shown to be a consequence of the predominance of large-scale structures in Kolmogorov turbulence in the atmosphere. crj@ast.cam.ac.uk More detailed computations, of what, for example, was meant by \fast", had to await the development of detailed models of adaptive optics systems. Most of the work on these topics was done for military purposes and was secret. Other branches of atmospheric physics investigated the vertical distribution of turbulence and wind speeds at altitude (for example, Vernin & Muñoz-Tuñ on 1994). In astronomy, the advent of a ordable fast detectors and signal processors was what prompted various pragmatic implementations of fast guiding. As the jargon of adaptive optics has become more familiar to astronomers, the equivalent \tip-tilt correction" has come to be used to describe the same thing. The most detailed treatment of fast guiding speci cally is by Olivier et al. (1993) , who examined many sources of error in the most complete treatment to this point. This work developed out of an assessment of laser beacons on the Keck telescopes. An early fast guider was described by Thompson & Ryerson (1984) , and a common-user system was developed for the ESO telescopes by 1988 (Maaswinkel et al. 1988 ). The greatest impact on astronomy was achieved by the HRCAM on the CFHT (McClure et al. 1989 ). With hindsight, it seems that the considerable success of HRCAM was achieved because it improved the tracking of the CFHT to the point where the superb optical seeing on Mauna Kea became apparent for the rst time. It was well-known that the greatest bene ts of fast guiding, in removing purely atmospheric e ects, should occur when the telescope aperture was a small multiple of the Fried length r 0 . Two divergent approaches were then used; a group at Steward Observatory (Close & McCarthy 1994) attacked the problem of using the telescope secondary as a fast guiding element, so that observations could be made in the infrared, where r 0 is larger. The Durham group (Major et al. 1990 ) chose to work in the visible, making the ratio of pupil size to r 0 more favourable by sub-dividing the pupil and superimposing the corrected images. Golimowski et al. (1992) made the natural development of combining fast guiding with a coronograph. The biggest astronomical impact of fast guiding will however be achieved by full implementations on two large, infrared-optimised telescopes. The U.K. Infrared Telescope on Mauna Kea has recently installed a fast steering secondary mirror; initial results are very encouraging. Both Gemini 8-m telescopes will have fast secondary mirrors. Faced with this competition, it is interesting to investigate if the technique of fast guiding, being relatively cheap, will o er new opportunities for smaller telescopes to produce useful science. I hope this paper will make the bene ts apparent, and amenable to further investigation. As will be seen, in many cases the bene ts accrue in the infra-red region of the spectrum, where the technical problems of thermal emission from the telescope and instrument have to be balanced against gains. This is particularly true for smaller, low-budget telescopes. These however o er the possibility of improving imaging in the visible region, where larger telescopes can achieve little. This paper sets up an accurate and complete formalism for mathematical modelling of fast guiding on astronomical telescopes. The intention is to provide an accessible method which can be used by astronomers and engineers who are not specialists in adaptive optics, but who need to assess the detailed astronomical bene ts of fast guiding. The plan of the paper is as follows. Firstly I develop a generalisation of Fried's equation for the point spread function that is delivered by a fast guiding system. This equation (4) is approximate, but simple enough to be useful. The derivation shows explicitly what approximations are used. I then use this equation to calculate the ideal performance of fast guiding systems, as a guide to where real systems may be expected to perform best. I then develop a formula for the error levels that will result in a real system; this Equation (26) is the core of this paper. To use it, the temporal spectra of various Zernike modes are required, and these are given by Equation (30). The noise levels also enter and a simple model leads to Equation (33). I then de ne some \basic" models at various aperture sizes, and examine the performance predicted by the mathematical model that has been developed. The paper closes with summaries of the range of performance expected for sensible variants on the basic models.
Method and assumptions
The physical system which attempts to correct image motion is, conceptually, a detector and a steering mirror. The detector passes an image of a guide star to a processing system which measures the image centroid. This is linearly related to the wavefront gradient. A control system then attempts to adjust the steering mirror to null the centroid. The detector is in series with the steering mirror, and therefore the system operates in closed loop. I will assume that the servo behaviour is adequately represented by a pure integrator, which amounts to assuming that all mechanical resonances are at much higher frequencies than are controlled. In what follows I will give a detailed derivation of equations de ning the performance of a fast guiding system. This falls into several distinct areas.
I give a derivation of Fried's (Fried 1966) equation for the time-averaged, tip-tilt cor-
rected point spread function (psf); and hence its generalisation to include errors, and non-Kolmogorov turbulence. 2. I examine ideal performance (no errors) in terms of energy concentration, FWHM, and 50% encircled energy diameter (e.e.d.). This indicates the optimum wavelengths at which to operate fast guiding systems. 3. Calculation of the error levels for a fast guiding system controlled by an integrating servo loop is the next step. This treatment includes angular and temporal anisoplanatism, and noise. I chose an integrator because it is the simplest servo controller; the method generalises to other controllers { and indeed to higher orders of correction. This section ends with an explicit listing of the formulae required for calculating the errors. 4. The error levels turn out to be functions of the atmospheric cross-spectra. These are extensions of the familiar power spectra and are calculated, with examples. 5. The power spectra of noise in the centroid estimates also enters. I discuss this spectrum for a quad cell, and describe the approximations involved. 6. Finally, I choose values for the many parameters involved in a solution, and calculate sky coverage for various combinations of aperture and wavelength. I show the sensitivity of the sky coverage to interesting parameters like detector noise, seeing, outer scale, and wavelength.
This treatment extends that given by Olivier et al. (1993) , principally in that it combines temporal and angular anisoplanatic errors correctly, accurately computes various properties of the actual delivered psf, and deals self-consistently with the aliasing of high-order aberrations into what is sensed as image motion. The e ect of a possible outer scale is also considered. The treatment of errors in the frequency domain has a nities with the method of Tyler (1994) . The physical model underlying these calculations is that atmospheric turbulence a ects only the phase of the wavefront. This is the \near eld" approximation (Roddier 1981 ) and amounts to neglecting scintillation. This is justi ed in the astronomical case, because strong scintillation corresponds to high turbulence and poor seeing. In such cases it will be technically very di cult to improve images to interesting levels. A key assumption is the Taylor hypothesis, which in this case means that a xed pattern of turbulence is blown past the telescope. A second key assumption is that the phase obeys Gaussian statistics. The mathematical model is to expand the phase in a series of Zernike functions. These have the great advantage of having a known Fourier transform (Born & Wolf 1964a) . If the phase obeys Gaussian statistics, it will be completely de ned by the second-order statistics of the coe cients in the Zernike series; in other words, the phase can be described as a multivariate Gaussian process. These second-order statistics, the variances and covariances of the Zernike coe cients, can be calculated analytically, at least to the point where a single numerical integration yields the required answer. I will adopt the de nition and normalisation of the Zernikes given by Noll (1976) . If the wavefront phase is expressed in a Zernike series over a circular pupil In a now-classic paper, Fried (1966) derived the form of the long-exposure point spread function in the ideal case of perfect fast guiding. I will review this derivation here in modern terminology, and show how to include arbitrary turbulent spectra and Gaussian errors. These errors include noise and anisoplanatism. Wilson & Jenkins (1995) derived the general form of the point-spread function by an argument whose outline is as follows. Assuming all errors are in the phase of the wavefront, the intensity in the focal plane can be written, from simple Fraunhofer di raction theory, as . . . and the covariance matrix C is an array of numbers expressing the spectrum of the turbulence:
C ij = hc i c j i in which the c i come from Equation (1). For Kolmogorov turbulence C has been computed by Noll (1976) and Wang & Markey (1978) .
Their methods can be extended to any spectrum of turbulence. An early reference to Equation (2) is Wang & Markey (1978) , although a derivation was not given there. Their reference, to a paper by Wang (1977) : (3) and C is the covariance matrix of the original wavefront.
To arrive at this approximate equation, second order cross terms of the form hc iĉj i have been neglected. This means that correlations between aberrations are ignored, and is the main limitation on the accuracy of Fried's approximation. For Kolmogorov turbulence, for example, there is quite a strong correlation between the amplitudes of tip-tilt and coma (Wang & Markey 1978) . The relevance of the cross terms increases for turbulent spectra which have a nite outer scale, because tip-tilt is then much smaller. The extent to which the approximation a ects the result can only be evaluated by comparison with exact calculations. I have used the programs developed by Wilson & Jenkins (1996) to make these checks. I will set hĉ 2ĉ2 i = hĉ 2ĉ2 i = 2 =2 ? 2 =2:
If we have a perfect estimate of atmospheric tip-tilt, the error phase variance 2 will be zero. 2 is the natural atmospheric phase variance in tip and tilt. This model of the error terms is the key to simplifying the calculations. The error 2 represents the uncorrected level of image motion, caused by noise, delay, and di erential image motion between target and guide star. The reason is that a fast guiding system can, of course, only introduce errors in image motion. Given the correct mathematical apparatus for combining the various sources of error it should be possible to summarise their e ects in a single number. Setting the tip and tilt errors to be equal is equivalent to assuming that the psf will be circular. In practice this is a good approximation and considerably simpli es the computations. In good conditions, slight ellipticity can be seen in corrected images (McClure et al. 1991) . The structure function of phase is de ned by S(r) = h( (r 0 + r) ? (r 0 ) 2 i; 6 in which the arguments of denote position on the wavefront. If the phase is statistically stationary, the structure function depends only on the separation r. It is not hard to see that S(r) = Z T C Z:
To make further progress we must examine the product P = Z T C tt Z:
The rst two Zernike functions are Z 2 (r) = 2x and Z 3 (r) = 2y, where x and y are Cartesian components of r. Figure (1 which, with the exception of the numerical constant multiplying the cube root (which is 1.04), is Fried's equation. As discussed by Wang (1977) , it is normal to adjust this constant to be unity so that the integrand is monotonic. This post hoc adjustment re ects the approximations made in the derivation. These equations makes it fairly straightforward to compute psfs, because the original two-dimensional integral, over an awkward area and of a complicated function, has been replaced by a simple one-dimensional integration. Because the approximations have been made in the argument of an exponential, and because the terms that have been ignored are all fractions of the exact argument, we may expect that the method will be reasonable for low values of the turbulent strength { small D=r 0 for Kolmogorov turbulence. If the numerical factor is adjusted from 1 at large D=r 0 to a somewhat larger value at small D=r 0 , then th equation is of wider applicability.
In Figure ( 2) are plotted examples of psfs computed from these formulas. There are strong changes in the shape, not only width, depending on the degree of correction that is achieved.
The outer scale
The velocity structure function of Kolmogorov turbulence was originally derived by a dimensional argument (e.g. Landau & Lifschitz 1959) . It is a tortuous route from here to the familiar 5/3-law of the phase structure function (Tatarskii 1961 ), which involves not only translation into a refractive index structure function but also an integration down the line of sight to get the phase. The 5/3-\law" is only an approximate result (e.g. Bridgeland & Jenkins 1997) for pure Kolmogorov turbulence in the refractive index. At some separation, for both physical and mathematical reasons, the Kolmogorov structure function must atten o . The evidence for an outer scale to Kolmogorov turbulence has recently been discussed, in an astronomical context, by Bester et al. (1992) , Coulman & Vernin (1991 ), Davis et al. (1995 , McKechnie (1992) and Nightingale & Buscher (1991) . All these authors argue in favour of outer scales in the 10 m range, so that the Kolmogorov structure function would only be obeyed out to separations of this order. Measurements on the Keck-I telescope, however, suggest an outer scale in the 100-m range (Chanan et al. 1994) . The performance of the CFHT adaptive optics system is consistent with predictions based on Kolmogorov theory (Rigaut, private communication) as is the Star re system (Fugate et al. 1994) . Detailed site-testing measurements on La Palma (StJacques et al. 1997) give no indication of consistent outer scale e ects. It seems likely that the outer scale would be as variable as r 0 and any other meteorological quantity, and it is prudent to investigate the consequences of it being of order the aperture size.
There are several models of this \outer scale" e ect, and they are most easily expressed as adjustments to the spatial power spectrum of the turbulence. Inferring the resulting structure function of phase is, as noted, complicated. Since detailed evidence on the form of non-Kolmogorov turbulence at astronomical sites is sparse, a useful approach is simply to use a parametrised model of the spatial power spectrum of phase. Previous mathematical investigations of the Zernike decomposition of such turbulence have been made by Boreman & Dainty (1996) , Sasiela (1994) , Voitsekhovitch (1995) and Winker (1991) . To an outsider, the chief feature of these investigations is the e ort that has to be expended in performing various Bessel function integrations. Sasiela's book deals with this in a coherent way using Mellin transforms, and the Mathematica computer algebra program (Wolfram 1996) can also perform many of the necessary integrations. The structure function and power spectrum are related by a version of the familiar WienerKhintchine theorem (Noll 1976):
k is a spatial wavevector corresponding to separation r, as usual in units of pupil radius. In the case of isotropic turbulence this becomes
The spatial power spectrum and structure function pair, corresponding to Kolmogorov turbulence, are This can be integrated analytically in hypergeometric functions of , but this is not particularly useful unless one has programs to evaluate these functions. However, because they are de ned in terms of series, a useful asymptotic approximation can be derived for the tip-tilt variance in the case of a large but nite outer scale. This expansion exceeds the true value by only 1% for > 20 and by 5% for > 10. Measuring r 0 in meters, rather than pupil radii, will produce the familar D=r 0 in these equations.
This approximation is identical to one derived by Sasiela (1994) by the Mellin transform route.
Comparison with exact calculations
The amplitude of the tip-tilt term in the Fried psf is, theoretically, about 1.04 for Kolmogorov turbulence. However this value produces PSFs that do not quite match exact calculations, especially when D=r 0 exceeds about 6. By comparing with psfs calculated along the lines set out in Wilson & Jenkins (1996) , an optimum value of 1.02 was chosen, in e ect reducing the atmospheric tip-tilt by 2%. In the range 0 < D=r 0 < 8, this matches the FWHM and 50% e.e.d. to within 0:05 =D, and the Strehl ratio to within a fractional error of about 0.2. Even with this parameter adjusted, the Fried PSFs are starting to deviate qualitatively from the exact ones when D=r 0 exceeds about 8. The integral measure of the PSF (the 50% e.e.d) is most robust.
The Fried approximation works less well when there is a nite outer scale, because the tiptilt amplitude is smaller while neglected higher-order terms remain about the same. A similar adjustment to the tip-tilt amplitude can be made to get the best results. Here it had to be scaled down by 4%, giving similarly good values for FWHM in the range 0 < D=r 0 < 6 and for 50% e.e.d. in the range 0 < D=r 0 < 8.
Ideal performance
The Fried psf allows us to calculate the very best gain, over natural seeing, that can be obtained by perfect fast guiding. I will examine only the Kolmogorov case. De ne the gain in performance as (uncorrected image width { corrected image width) / uncorrected image width.
I assumed r 0 = 0:2 m at 0.55 m, which is about half-arcsecond seeing at V-band.
As can be seen from Figure ( 3), the FWHM and 50% e.e.d behave very di erently. The gains in FWHM are large, and occur at relatively short wavelengths. The 50% e.e.d. shows smaller gains, which however extend over a wider range of wavelengths, centered about much redder values than the FWHM. The FWHM contains only a small fraction of the energy, however. As can be seen from Figure ( 4), when the gain in FWHM is largest the energy within the FWHM is actually at its smallest. Either measure of image quality will have its uses in di erent cases. Typically the FWHM will be most important for bright objects with simple shapes, whereas the 50% e.e.d. will be the best indicator of photometric performance. From a spectroscopists' point of view, image size is less important than energy concentration. As an example I have also computed a concentration parameter for a 0.35-arcsec diameter entrance aperture. The gain here is the ratio of energy in this aperture for the corrected psf, compared to the amount for the natural psf. This entrance aperture size is close to the best 50% e.e.d. for a 4-m, as shown in the gures. This indicator is shown in Figure (5) . Energy concentration approximates Fried's \normalised resolution", also called Strehl gain, as the aperture shrinks to zero. Of course, for small entrance apertures the gain in concentration may still not result in many photons passing through the entrance aperture and into the instrument beyond.
4 Closed-loop behaviour of a fast guiding system
The mathematical method of dealing with closed-loop behaviour is to use an approximate representation of the wavefront (tip, tilt and the two coma terms turn out to be enough) and an 
Here R is the pupil radius, the wavelength of operation of the sensor, and the matrix T is an array of numbers which are determined by the mean phase gradient over the subapertures. This result can be easily derived from a result of Teague (1982) , on the intensity moments of images. The key result is that the image centroid is proportional to the mean phase gradient. This gives the coe cients out to the fth-order coma mode; this mode turns out to be negligible in this problem. The equation (7) cannot be inverted exactly because there are always more aberration coe cients in the atmospherically-distorted wavefront than we have centroids. However a least-squares solution can be obtained, most conveniently by nding the \pseudoinverse" or \generalised inverse" of T. More optimum solutions for this matrix can be found, following Wallner (1983) and minimising the phase variance delivered by the whole system. This is appropriate for higher-order adaptive optics, but in this case we will substitute an optimisation of a single servo gain. A fast guiding system gives us control over only the Zernike modes Z 2 and Z 3 , and we can estimate amplitudes of these by using the pseudoinversê c = 2 R T ?1 s:
The non-zero part of this matrix is very simple if there is only one aperture; it is This shows the well-known appreciable in uence of the coma terms on the estimate of tip and tilt, an e ect which is sometimes called \centroid anisoplanatism". Any feasible fast guiding system operates in closed loop. The information which is available on image motion is that which is intrinsic to the wavefront, modulated by our past attempts to reduce that motion to zero. Furthermore this information is always somewhat out of date, at least because of the delay caused by integrating the light from the guide star. Finally, the guide star will often be some distance o -axis from the target of interest, and may be faint. Denote the wavefront from the guide star by c, the correcting wavefront (introduced by an active element) by m and the noise level on the centroids by n. The units of the noise are radians on the sky.
The error on the centroids is then T (c ? m) t? + n t? :
The phase error signal which is available to control the tip and tilt modes is therefore, from Equation (9), = M (c ? m) t? + 2 R T ?1 n t? :
The subscript t ? indicates that the information is delayed by before it can be used.
The simplest closed-loop controller we can consider is an integrator, where the position of the active element is controlled by attempting to reduce the integral of past errors to zero. In the continous approximation, this can be represented by a di erential equation @m @t = g = g M (c ? m) t? + 2 R T ?1 n t? : (12) in which the quantity g is the gain of the loop and has units of Hertz.
A useful introduction to control theory is Parr (1996) . From standard theory, we know that this idealised servo loop will approximate reality if all resonances in the system are at much higher frequencies than we attempt to control. As will be seen, the controlled frequencies only need to be a few tens of Hz. The system will also be stable for the low values of loop gain that turn out to be optimal. It is also necessary for the system to be linear, in the sense that inputs and outputs are linearly related. This assumption may break down, for example, when noise excursions take the guide star out of the capture range of the guider. In a realistic system, updates to the active elements will happen at discrete intervals, after exposures are complete on the wavefront sensor. The control will be achieved by a simple algorithm, represented by a di erence equation m t ? m t? = t? ;
where is the numerical gain of the loop and is less than unity. It can easily be shown that this di erence equation reduces to the di erential equation, Equation (12), when the delay time is short compared to the typical timescales of image motion. The gains are related by g = = .
The approximation by a continuous model of guiding corrections made at discrete time intervals, requires that the Nyquist criterion be generously met for all relevant timescales. It can also be shown (Wilson and Jenkins 1996) that the e ect of a short nite integration time is very similar to a pure delay equal to the integration time. This is a useful approximation because it allows integration time and processing time to be simply added. Equation (12) de nes the behaviour of the active elements of the fast guiding system as they attempt to follow image motion. However, the imaging performance of the system is de ned by the error vector = c 0 ? m; (13) in which c 0 is the wavefront in the direction of the target of interest, which may be separated by some angular distance from the guide star.
The combination of equations (12) and (13) 
The matrix I is the identity matrix. In this equation, the vectorsc andñ represent random processes, namely the atmospheric phase and the noise on the detection on image centroids. The time-averaged image that is formed by the system will depend on the covariance matrix, mode by mode, of the errors in phase. In Fourier terms, therefore, the relevant quantity will be the ensemble average of the cross-spectra between modes. Denoting ensemble averaging by angle brackets, E ij = h~ i~ j i (15) in which the complex conjugate is denoted by * and the su xes i and j index the modes in the Zernike expansion.
The matrix E is the key to many aspects of performance. Its diagonal elements are the power spectra of the errors, in each Zernike mode, after closed-loop correction. The integrals of these spectra, over all frequencies, give the residual phase variance by mode. The o -axis elements give the phase covariances between modes. As has been discussed, the total phase variance alone is su cient to characterise the form of the psf. The matrices F and G contain the transfer functions which describe how the error spectra in each mode are passed through the closed loop. The matrix B describes the cross-spectra between on-axis and o -axis modes (and so contains the angular anisoplanatic e ects). A is a special case of B, as it contains the cross-spectra between the on-axis modes. The matrix N, which will usually be diagonal, describes the noise characteristics of the system. Including the pupil size and wavelength means that N is the phase variance due to centroiding error. F and G depend on the gain and delay in the servo loop. B depends on seeing, wind speed, and angle between guide star and target. N depends on the brightness of the guide star and the integration time.
With this notation, the ensemble averaging can be carried out to give E = A + FAF y + BF y + FB + GNG y (16) in which y denotes the Hermitian transpose (transpose and complex conjugate). This result assumes that the atmospheric uctuations in phase are uncorrelated with the noise on the centroids: hn i c j i = 0. The matrices A and B are Hermitian, obviously so in the former case. In the latter case, the Hermitian character arises because the labels \on-axis" and \o -axis" are interchangeable as far as atmospheric turbulence is concerned. The sum of the diagonal elements of E is the phase variance on the corrected wavefront. By expanding Equation (16), we can nd the functions which multiply each atmospheric and noise term in A, B and N. The sum of these products is the variance. This is most easily done using a computer algebra package, particularly since the calculation was originally carried through to 20 Zernike modes to check convergence. These functions are listed below; they are named by the matrix element which they multiply to give the corresponding element of E; for example, the function a 22 multiplies A 22 , and so on. The su xes index Zernike modes (for A and B) and centroids in rectangular co-ordinates (for N). 
and a Hermitian property for both matrices A ij = A ji :
The rst identity arises because our simple servo controller has the same gain on the estimates it gets of both tip and tilt; so it must a ect the sine and cosine components of the Zernike modes equally. Denoting the elements of A, B and N by upper case with appropriate subscripts, the explicit expression for the phase variance is then 5 Cross spectra of Zernike modes
As noted in discussion of the psf, the residual variance in tip and tilt is what determines the image quality. However, in order to determine this, in the closed-loop case, we need to look at the temporal content of these covariances, as equation (26) shows. This entails computing the atmospheric cross-spectra. Roddier et al. (1993) have calculated the power spectra of the Zernike coe cients, and the cross-spectra we require can be obtained by a simple extension of their method. Sasiela (1994) obtained some analytic solutions for the power spectra. I will develop the analysis for a single, thin turbulent layer. In the near-eld approximation, the phases developed in each layer can simply be added. A basic assumption is that the Taylor hypothesis holds, so that the atmospheric turbulence is a xed pattern which simply blows past. The evidence for this assumption is mostly indirect, including the power spectra presented by Roddier et al. (1993) and the match between predicted and actual performance of adaptive optics systems. One direct piece of published evidence is from de Vos, Bregman & Schwarz (1994) , who used pupil-plane interferometry to observe the persistence of seeing cells. 
The o -axis angle has been introduced, corresponding to the o set z, so that the height h of the layer also enters. The angle is the angle between the o set direction, and the de ned direction of the origin of angle of the Zernike functions. This would amount to an engineering de nition of the direction of, for example, \tip".
Finally, here is Equation (29) 
The product j j depends on , the orientation of k, which is given by arctan(vk y =R ). The equation (30) , although complex, can readily be evaluated numerically. Some caution is necessary with the limits of integration. The nite value which adequately approximates the in nity has to be adjusted depending on the frequency that is required. Some useful analytical progress can be made to check or simplify the equation. If we integrate the cross-spectra over the whole ( ; k y ) plane (by changing to polar co-ordinates) we obtain the corresponding (co)variances as a function of o -axis angle. Many of these have been calculated by Chassat (1989) and Equation (30) indeed yields Chassat's formulae. The equation can also be simpli ed by integrating over all wind directions (random ). The exponential term e ?2 { kh R cos then reduces to a Bessel function and the parameter is eliminated. Using these average covariances allows a representative level of performance to be calculated. Because image parameters depend non-linearly on the (co)variances, however, average (co)variances do not yield average image parameters. In Figure (6 ) and (7) are plotted some examples of cross-spectra and quantities derived from them. A particularly interesting one is the spectrum of di erential image motion, which is The power spectral density of di erential image motion, in combined tip and tilt, is plotted against normalised frequency. As in Figure 7 , the normalisation is to v=R in frequency and to (D=r 0 )(R=v) in power density. These spectra are for the Kolmogorov case (in nite outer scale) and are, in order of increasing amplitude, for angular o sets of R=h, 2R=h, 3R=h and 4R=h. The method of plotting P( ) against log means that equal areas on the graph correspond to equal powers.
outer scale is also of interest. As can be seen from Figure 18 (7), a short outer scale pushes the power that has to be corrected to higher frequencies. The aliased coma power also appears at relatively high frequencies.
Noise power spectrum
The noise performance is expressed by the power spectrum of the errors in centroiding the guide star { the terms hñ 1ñ 1 i and hñ 2ñ 2 i in Equation (26). A simple model assumes that the noise power spectrum is white, and extends over the Nyquist bandpass de ned by the sampling rate.
If this bandpass includes all of the atmospheric power, then the range of integration in Equation (26) ). The three cases are for outer scales of 20 and 40 pupil radii, and in nity. The curves are normalised to the same total wavefront variance. They are for unit values of D=r 0 and v=R, so that the frequency axis in particular must be multiplied by v=R to get it into unscaled units. The most important feature of these curves is the transfer of power to higher frequencies with reducing outer scale.
radians on the sky) to be n 2 x;y , we have n 2 = hñ 1ñ 1 i 1 = hñ 2ñ 2 i 1 (32)
The value of n 2 will depend on the properties of the image that is being centroided, and on the method of centroiding. The quad cell is an e ective centroiding method in a closed loop, and is a useful baseline for illustrative calculations such as these. The noise propagation has been discussed by Tyler & Fried (1982) Sometimes \speckle noise" is referred to as an additional item in this equation. Since the centroiding has to be done rapidly, the images are frozen and indeed contain speckles { approximately (D=r 0 ) 2 in number. Although the speckle pattern will change rapidly, and cause the measured centroid to shift, this is not noise in the meaning of this section. The speckles contain the required information on the rapidly-evolving atmospheric tip-tilt.
The e ect of the speckles is to make it di cult to form an analytical estimate of hn 2 i, in which the angle brackets refer to averages over various realisations of the atmospheric turbulence. A straightforward approximation (Sandler et al. 1994 ) is to use the mtf, derived in equation (4), so that H(x) = e ? 1 2 (S(Dx)?8 2 x 2 +8 2 x 2 ) (x):
This value for H is the average of the instantaneous value of the m.t.f. To compute the noise averaged over many realisations of the image on which we guide, we require the average of the reciprocal of the integral of the instantaneous value of the m.t.f. { Equation (33). Equation (35) is usually an adequate approximation, except at very low light levels, although this can only be demonstrated by Monte Carlo simulations. We can see why with a qualitative argument. The m.t.f. is the Fourier transform of a speckled image; it will contain random Fourier components. The integral of the m.t.f. is a sum of random numbers, and will, by the central limit theorem, be approximately Gaussian. The average of the reciprocals of Gaussian random numbers is close to the reciprocal of the average, as long as the \signal-to-noise ratio" (ratio of the mean to the standard deviation of those numbers) is large. In the present case, this means we should expect the approximation, obtained by combining equations (33) and (35), to hold when the image is either highly speckled (small standard deviation) or consists of a few speckles (large mean). This is intuitive. In intermediate cases one can easily imagine that there are many arrangements of speckles which could be moved bodily on the quad cell without the output changing much. In such cases the e ect of detector noise would be large, since the output of the cell is weakly related to image position. For the cases considered in this paper, D=r 0 at the tracking wavelength is at least 4 (for the 1-m aperture cases). Another e ect that will improve the approximation is that, in cases where noise is relevant, exposures on the tracking sensor are comparable to the speckle timescale r 0 =v. Thus averaging of the m.t.f. will take place during the exposure.
There is a further approximation in using a quad cell in these calculations. The theory which was developed for the sensor assumed that we measured the centroid of the guide star's image. This is related to wavefront gradient. A quad cell measures something di erent; it is nulled at the position of the median of the image. It is clear, however, that for images with many or few speckles the centroid and median will correspond closely.
The most severe approximation involved in the use of Equation (33) is that it is a linear approximation to the output signal from a quad cell, as a function of image displacement. As the guiding becomes less e ective, at low levels of the signal-to-noise ratio { Equation (34) { the image becomes more severely displaced and the error propagation becomes worse. This is a non-linear e ect which will cause instability in the servo loop. This e ect cannot be calculate analytically, but it does mean that fast guiding cannot be achieved with guide stars quite as faint as would appear from the calculations in this paper. In a few cases, detailed numerical simulations have been compared with analytical models of the type used in this paper. Results of this type (e.g. Ellerbroek et al. 1994) suggest that, despite all the caveats, the analytical models yield reliable limiting magnitudes to within a few tenths. In the case of an outer scale being present, the modulation transfer function described in Equation (35) will of course be altered. For the calculations that will be described in this paper, this e ect was insigni cant { essentially because the guiding was assumed to be done at a short (visible) wavelength, where the e ect of the outer scale is less pronounced than at long wavelengths.
7 Summary: calculating the point spread function
I have now developed the formulae for calculating the psf in a speci c case. Equation 4 gives the psf for a speci c aperture size, wavelength, turbulent spectrum (seeing and outer scale) and error level (anisoplanatism and noise). The error level, in a closed-loop system using a simple integrator, is given by Equation 26. This involves parameters of the servo loop (the gain and delay) and the spectra of the atmospheric turbulence and the noise. These, in turn, are given in Equations 30 and 32. The atmospheric spectra depend on seeing, outer scale, aperture size and upper-atmosphere wind speed. The noise spectra depend on the number of detected photons from the guide star, detector noise, aperture size and seeing. The route to compute a psf in a particular case is therefore clear. However, of more interest in implementations of general use is the probability of obtaining a particular image quality. This is of course related to the chances of getting a particular seeing, wind speed and so on; but even when these are given, the availability of guide stars turns out to be critical. I now deal with this aspect.
Sky coverage
An important indicator of the usefulness of a fast guiding system is the sky coverage it can achieve. High sampling rates are necessary to control temporal anisoplanatism; but these force the use of brighter stars, which tend to be found some distance from the target. A price is then paid in angular anisoplanatism. Various statistical approaches have been suggested to this problem, and an exact solution has been given by Ellerbroek, Tyler & Racine (1996) . By the methods of the previous section, we can compute an image quality parameter w as a function of angular o set and guide star brightness m. The key observation is that w is monotonic in its arguments; the function can therefore be inverted to yield (w; m). If a guide star of magnitude m lies within it will have image quality better than w. If the surface density of stars is (m), then the mean number of guide stars to yield w or better is R dm (m) (w; m) 2 (for a circular search area). We may expect the occurence of guide stars to obey Poisson statistics, so the probability of there being one or more guide stars, yielding image quality w or better, is P(w) = 1 ? e ? R dm (m) (w;m) 2 :
In practice the probabilities are insensitive to the faint magnitude end of the integration. An outer limit to the search eld, say max , can be introduced by setting = max for > max .
What if there are two or more guide stars available yielding at least w? Extreme value statistics can be used to examine this point. It turns out that @P=@w is the probability that the best image quality will be near w.
9 Speci c models 9.1 Method of computation Several of the steps in this computation are quite time-consuming, but need to be done only once for a range of models. The cross-spectra can be computed in advance and stored as look-up tables. If they are computed in their dimensionless form, they are only speci c to the choice of outer scale. The psfs depend on aperture and seeing via (D=r 0 ) outer scale, wavelength (via =D) and residual variance 2 . It saves time, therefore, to precompute tting functions for various image parameters versus variance, for xed values of the other parameters. The most speci c step in the whole calculation is nding the optimum gains and exposure times. From this follows the minumum variance and (via tting functions) the (sampled) form of the function (w( 2 ); m). A two-dimensional interpolation of the samples of this function can then be used in Equation (8). A little care is necessary in the interpolations, as the natural computation of w on a regular grid of and m results in a quite non-uniform grid of w and m.
9.2 Parameters of the models 1. The surface density of guide stars, , at the tracking wavelength. I have used the models of star counts by Bahcall & Soneira (1981) at the North Galactic Pole, scaled up in density by a factor of 6. Simons (1995) has computed longitude-averaged versions of the BahcallSoneira counts, using the Bahcall FORTRAN-IV Export Code. The factor of 6 corrects for an increase in predicted density over the 1981 models, and also a latitude e ect. The nett e ect is to make the counts I have used correspond to a longitude-averaged density at a latitude of about 40 . This is a useful indicative latitude for the calculations. 2. The vertical distribution of turbulence. Over many astronomical sites the turbulence is con ned to a few thin, high layers. I have approximated this situation with a single layer at h = 4000 m above the telescope. The guide star was taken to be at right angles to the wind direction, a median case.
5. The diameter of the telescope's primary, D. I have examined telescopes of aperture 1, 2, 4 and 8 m. 6. The search area for nding guide stars. I assumed a circular search area, of radius 2D=h. This is large enough to cover all cases where rapid guiding does not worsen the image quality. 7. The throughput (including atmosphere, telescope and detector) of the tracking system. I have used an ambitious value of 0.4. 8. The wavelength used for tracking. I have chosen R-band, which is close to the peak response of CCDs and avalanche photodiodes. 9. The method used for tracking. As described earlier, I have assumed a quad cell. Unlike an ideal quad cell, the pixel size I used was nite (1 arcsec) and the sky brightness at R was taken as 20.5 mag arcsec ?2 . 10. The detector noise in the tracking detector. I have used a read noise level equivalent to 5 detected photons as the baseline; this is just becoming attainable at the readout rates of interest. 11. The readout rate. After each exposure, there is some dead time during which the detector is read out; there is also some further delay before the data have been processed and the consequent commands to the fast guiding mirror have been executed. Precise details will depend on the hardware used; I have assumed that after each exposure there is a xed delay, during which no photons are detected, of 1 millisecond. The total delay is therefore the exposure time plus 1 millisecond. In frame-transfer CCDs the accumulated charge can be moved into a read-out area very quickly. In this case photons are always being collected. 12. The servo gain and exposure time. These two can be treated as free parameters, or eliminated by an optimisation procedure. I have chosen to minimise the residual phase variance by nding the values of gain and exposure time which reduce it to a minimum for each guide star magnitude. This type of real-time optimisation will only work if atmospheric conditions are fairly stable. There are various choices of merit function. I chose to optimise the on-axis phase variance, but the phase variance averaged over the eld of view is another possibility. The on-axis variance is much easier to measure in practice. 13. The science wavelength. As noted earlier, for each aperture there is an optimum wavelength at a particular seeing. For practical reasons one would not always choose this optimum; sometimes the atmosphere is opaque there, and sometimes other di culties arise -chie y, the cost of infrared arrays, and the high thermal background of most telescopes. I have selected the following representative wavelengths: 1.0-m, I-band; 2.0-m, J-band; 4-m, Kband; and 8-m, L-band.
Variations
Evidently it is impractical to explore the e ect of all of these parameters. However the sensitivity of the results to some of the bolder, or more restrictive, assumptions is of interest. Accordingly I will examine, separately, the e ect of the following variations. 9.4 Results 9.5 The basic models Sky coverage curves, for the basic set of parameters, are given in Figure (8) . As can be seen, at smaller apertures there is a greater range of delivered image quality. This range re ects the greater sensitivity of smaller telescopes to the various sources of error. In all cases, there is a very pronounced di erence between the curves for FWHM and 50% e.e.d. As noted before, the FWHM is not however a reliable indicator of the concentration of energy in the image. Similar curves have been computed for energy concentration; they are qualitatively very similar to those in Figure (8) , as indeed are the the curves for the variants on the basic model which are described later.
Bandwidth and gain
The dwell time (the integration time and the latency) and the numerical gain of the servo loop are found by optimisation, and it is interesting to see if the results are realistic. In Figures (9) and (10) (9), except the servo gain is plotted. The solid line is for 8-m aperture, and then decreasing dashes are used for 4, 2 and 1 meter apertures respectively.
The variants
Here I am concerned with the sensitivity, at a given aperture size, to read noise, seeing, imaging wavelength and outer scale. The results are plotted in Figure ( 11) as bar charts of performance gain (the fraction of the natural image diameter by which the corrected image is reduced). In general the results show improved performance, and less sensitivity to assumptions, for larger apertures.
Only the 1-m model is at all a ected by detector noise. The e ect of a short imaging wavelength varies a good deal, which mirrors the considerable di erences in the shape of the ideal curves of Figure (3) . Poorer seeing has a small e ect (note that the performance gain is here referred to the natural image widths at the poorer seeing). All models are quite strongly a ected by the outer scale. In the case of the 8.0-m model, this re ects two points { the chosen outer scale is only 20 diameters, and the standard wavelength (L-band) is well to the short end of optimum performance (which would occur around 7 m wavelength, where the atmosphere is opaque). Even the 1.0-m model shows sensitivity to outer scale, which in this case is 160 diameters. Recall that all the models were constructed to preserve the 4-m, V-band, natural seeing; so in the case of the outer scale being nite, the \r 0 " is smaller than if the outer scale were in nite. I computed a single set of cases for energy concentration, for a 4-m aperture (Figure (12) . This performance indicator is very robust and evidently will give the rosiest picture of the e ectiveness of fast guiding correction.
9.8 Trends with latitude, wavelength, aperture, and outer scale To examine the sensitivity to Galactic latitude, or guide star density, I have used the basic 1-m model. The star counts have been scaled to match Simon's (1995) ts to the longitude-averaged counts. As expected, there is quite a considerable e ect, with performance being a factor of two to three better. The results are in Figure (13 ). The trends with wavelength were calculated for a few cases at 4-m aperture, and compared with scaled-down ideal performance. As can be seen from Figure(14) , the trend of performance matches the ideal case, but shortward of a critical wavelength the e ects of real errors grow rapidly and performance collapses. A similar e ect is visible in the trends with aperture, shown in Figure (15) . These models were all computed at H-band, although an 8-m model could not be made for the FWHM at the implied large value of D=r 0 . However it is obvious, as the bar charts also showed, that performance drops markedly somewhere around the 1-m aperture mark { in half-arcsec seeing. Trends with outer scale were computed for a basic 4-m model and are shown in Figure (16) . The e ect of even an outer scale of 600 m is quite apparent, reducing the gain in 50% e.e.d. by about a third, compared to a pure Kolmogorov case. Recall again however that these models are keeping xed the V-band, natural seeing FWHM. The trends of corrected FWHM show that it is somewhat less sensitive to outer scale than the 50% e.e.d., which is related to the development of a core in the psf for this type of non-Kolmogorov turbulence. McKechnie (1992) There is an obvious decline in performance as the outer scale shortens, with some features in the FWHM points which result from the strong core-halo structure of the psf in these cases. More signi cant is the loss of performance (see Figure 11 ) even for large outer scales.
attention to this e ect. Although FWHM could not be computed reliably in the present models below 40 m, obviously outer scales as small as 10 m would markedly reduce any bene ts from fast guiding.
Real telescopes
Real telescopes degrade the seeing because they have tracking errors and because they shake in the wind. The tracking errors are typically of low frequency and are well-controlled by autoguiders sampling at about 1 Hz. Windshake is more serious because it can contain high frequencies, as wind bu eting excites resonances in the sti er parts of the structure. A fast guiding system will control windshake and may well yield much larger improvements in image size than would result from only controlling atmospheric image motion. I will not explore windshake in detail because every telescope di ers in this regard. If a power spectrum of windshake is available, it can simply be added to the atmospheric tip and tilt power spectra, and the calculations pursued as before. An important point is that the windshake is identical for the target and the guide star: there are no angular anisoplanatic e ects. Thus windshake is in some respects easier to control than atmospheric image motion.
As an example, I have used the shape of the predicted windshake spectrum for the northern Gemini telescope; this is shown in Figure (17) . The spectrum includes high-frequency structural resonances and a low-frequency rocking of the foundations. I have used this spectrum as an additional input to the standard 4-m model, with a reasonable root-mean-square motion, due to windshake, of 0.2 arcsec. This broadens the seeing FWHM by 29% at K band and by 19% at V band. The presence of high frequencies in the windshake forces the optimum sampling rates to be much higher -for example, at 18th magnitude the sampling rate is forced up by a factor of 3. This translates into reduced sky coverage. However, the predicted gains are still impressive. The median FWHM at K is reduced to 44% of the value including windshake, and the 50% e.e.d. is reduced to 60% of its raw value. Since all telescopes are a ected by windshake to some extent, these improvements are a strong argument for implementing fast guiding. There are other defects in real telescopes which fast guiding cannot correct. Many older telescopes have quite considerable xed abberations, caused by misalignment or poor guring. More subtly, local seeing probably cannot be improved by fast guiding. The turbulence generated by warm structures in the dome, or the egress of warm air through the dome aperture, is likely to have an outer scale comparable to the aperture size (Bridgeland & Jenkins 1997) . This means that image motion will be a small part of the total image broadening.
The MARTINI approach
This distinctive approach to adaptive optics (Major et al. 1990) attempted to obtain improved images at visible wavelengths, by fast guiding on a set of subapertures of size 4r 0 . Images from each sub-aperture were then combined. Depending on the arrangement of the sub-apertures, the light-gathering power of a large aperture can be retained while improving the psf. One model calculated for this paper matches a MARTINI case quite well; the V-band case for a 1-m aperture. Here D=r 0 = 5 for the standard parameters. The median gain in performance is 11% for FWHM and 8% for 50% e.e.d. Here I took the reference, natural image as that delivered by a 4-m aperture under the same conditions. These gains re ect the somewhat disappointing performance of MARTINI in practice, and are consistent with the generally declining performance as one moves to small apertures. This re ects the extent to which a shortage of guide star photons, and shortening times in which to sense them, squeeze the performance.
Conclusions
This paper has given a rigorous treatment of the e ectiveness of fast guiding on real telescopes.
The key e ects of anisoplanatism, time delay, closed-loop operation and photon starvation have all been included. Approximate, but adequate, formulae have been given for the delivered point spread function. A method of including telescope shake has been described. The results have been presented in the form of speci c equations which can be used by readers to examine other cases of interest. Particularly with the careful use of pre-calculation, models can quickly be computed over a range of parameter space. The method can easily be adapted, at the expense of some algebra, to consider other forms of servo control, as long as these can be represented by a linear di erential equation. Examination, as a preliminary, of perfect fast guiding shows the expected trend towards best e ectiveness being obtained at longer wavelengths on large telescopes. There are however marked di erence between e ectiveness measured by FWHM or 50% e.e.d. At best, the FWHM can be shrunk by 80% and the 50% e.e.d. by 40%. The FWHM may contain little energy. The energy concentration, relative to natural seeing, can however be considerable for some aperture sizes and is moreover robust. For real systems, the improvements in 50% e.e.d. (for the models discussed in the text) range from about 20% for a 1-m aperture, to 30% for an 8-m. Improvements in FWHM are in the 20 to 60% range. The models in the text are useful indicators, because varying key parameters (like seeing, wavelength, or noise level) has a rather small e ect on delivered performance. In part, this re ects the original choice of near-optimum combinations of wavelength and seeing. Trends of performance were examined also by xing all parameters but one of interest. The e ects of wavelength, aperture, and outer scale were tested in this way. In the cases of wavelength and aperture, there is quite a marked e ect on performance if the wavelength is too short or the aperture too small. In the case of outer scale, trends were small over the range examined. However it is apparent that an outer scale can severely reduce the gains of fast guiding even when it is 20 times the aperture. Unfortunately more extreme cases cannot accurately be examined with the present approximations in computing psfs. Some attempt should be made to measure both windshake, and outer scale, before committing large amounts of money to projects to implement fast guiding. From a technical point of view, the type of systems modelled in this paper are feasible. At present, the greatest demands would be on the detector. It is still state-of-the-art to achieve 5 electrons read noise in 5 ms with CCDs; however, with APDs this is practical. Of comparable di culty is the control of a fast guiding mirror with up to 200 updates per second. This can be done for small, tertiary mirrors. One clear conclusion of the present work however is that, for large telescopes, the bene ts of fast guiding are exclusively to be found in the infrared. This suggests the use of the telescope secondary to achieve the necessary fast guiding, so that emissivity is not increased. This solution is of course expensive. One use of the present analysis might be to trade o the costs and bene ts of various implementations of fast guiding. Small telescopes should bene t from fast guiding in the visible and far-red region. While the gains are not as large as for 4 and 8-m apertures, the detectors, instruments, and fast mirrors are all considerably easier and cheaper to implement. However, the gains may not be realised if there is considerable dome seeing or xed abberations, or if the site often has a small outer scale. On the other hand, large levels of windshake will be well controlled and yield impressive gains. These possibilities should be investigated before an expensive programme is undertaken to install a fast guider.
Glossary of symbols
A { a special case of B, which contains the cross-spectra between the on-axis modes a ij ( ; ; ) { the servo transfer function which multiplies the elements of A N { the matrix of noise power spectra, usually diagonal n ij ( ; ; ) { the servo transfer function which multiplies the elements of N v { the wind velocity in the turbulent layers n, m { the radial and azimuthal indices for Zernike number j, listed by Noll (1976) H { the modulation transfer function describing the images used for tracking (m) { the surface density of guide stars above magnitude m (w; m) { the radius within which image quality w can be reached or bettered at guide star magnitude m
